
When Ur Heart Grows Cold 
By Tupac Shakur 
 
When your heart turns cold 
it causes your soul 2 freeze 
It spreads throughout your spirit 
like a ruthless feeling disease 
The walls that once were down 
now stand firm and tall 
Safe from hate/love, pain/joy 
until u feel nothing at all 
When ure heart turns cold 
a baby's cry means nothing 
A dead corpse is trivial 
Mothers neglecting children is daily 
Loneliness becomes your routine friend 
Death seems like tranquility 
Sleeping is never pleasant 
if u even sleep at all 
u forgot ideals and turn off the reason 
2 make sure the product gets sold 
You don't understand how I behave 
Just wait till your heart turns Cold! 

 
 
 

AND 2MORROW 
By Tupac Shakur 
 
Today is filled with anger 
fuelled with hidden hate 
scared of being outcast 
afraid of common fate 
Today is built on tragedies 
which no one wants 2 face 
nightmares 2 humanities 
and morally disgraced 
Tonight is filled with rage 
violence in the air 
children bred with ruthlessness because no one at home cares 
Tonight I lay my head down 
but the pressure never stops 
knowing at my sanity 
content when I am dropped 
But 2morrow I c change 
a chance 2 build a new 
Built on spirit intent of Heart 
and ideals based on truth 
and tomorrow I wake with second wind 
and strong because of pride 
2 know I fought with all my heart 2 keep my 
dream alive 

 
The Rose that Grew From Concrete 
By Tupac Shakur 
 
Did you hear about the rose that grew from a crack in the concrete? 
Proving nature's law is wrong it learned to walk without having feet. 
Funny it seems, but by keeping it's dreams, it learned to breathe fresh air. 
Long live the rose that grew from concrete when no one else ever cared. 


